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Just add gravity…

The Big Question:
HOW DO WE GO FROM BIG BANG TO MILKY WAY?



Problem:
WHY SO FEW GALAXIES & STARS?
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Problem:
WHERE ARE THE “MISSING SATELLITES”?

Predicted structure
 (dark matter)

Observed
around us



Problem:
WHY ISN’T THERE MORE DARK MATTER?
 (“CUSP-CORE” or “TOO BIG TO FAIL”)



Stars Matter



Stars Matter
NEED PHYSICS AND RESOLUTION TO MODEL THEM

Previous State-of-the-Art Resolved Inter-Stellar Medium in FIRE

Yellow: hot (>106 K)     Pink: warm (ionized, ~104K)     Blue: cold (neutral <104 K)

• Supernovae
• Stellar Winds
• Radiation
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Feedback In Realistic Environments

F RE

Ultra-faint Dwarfs

SNe Cooling

Cusp-core Problem

Molecular Clouds



Gas:Stars (Hubble image):
 Blue: Young star clusters 
 Red: Dust extinction

Magenta: cold 
Green: warm (ionized) 
Red: hot

(movies at fire.northwestern.edu)

10 kpc



It Works!

• Resolution ~pc , 100-104 Msun  
Cooling ~10-1010 K  
SF in self-gravitating gas, nH > 1000 cm-3  

• Feedback:
• SNe (II & Ia)
• Stellar Winds (O & AGB)
• Photoionization (HII regions)  

    & Photo-electric (dust)
• Radiation Pressure (IR & UV)



             PFH et al.  
(arXiv:1311.2073)

Why Are Galaxies Such Lightweights?
GAS IS BLOWN OUT, INSTEAD OF TURNING INTO STARS

No Feedback (all baryons in stars)



1 kpc

green: ionized red: hot magenta: neutral

Feedback Saves Cold Dark Matter?
NO EXOTIC PHYSICS NECESSARY

Onorbe et al.
(arXiv:1502.02036)

Chan et al.
(arXiv:1507.02282)

El-Badry et al.
(arXiv:1512.01235)

FIRE Dwarf

El-Badry et al.
(arXiv:1512.01235)
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Failures No More
FEEDBACK EXPLAINS WHY SATELLITES ARE “MISSING”

Dark matter only simulation
(dark matter)

600 kpc

+ baryons & feedback
(dark matter)

+ baryons & feedback
(stars)

Andrew
Wetzel

(arXiv:1602.05957)

Tidal destruction (e.g. Zolotov et al.)
+ Feedback-induced “dissipation”
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Failures No More
THIN GALAXY DISKS EMERGE NATURALLY

+ baryons & feedback
(stars)

The Latte Project: The Milky Way on FIRE 3

Figure 1. Face-on (left) and edge-on (right) image of stars in the Milky-Way-like host galaxy at z = 0. The image is a true-color
composite in three bands (u, g, r), using Starburst99 to determine the spectral energy distribution of each star particle given its age and
metallicity, and ray-tracing the line-of-sight flux, attenuating with a MW-like reddening curve assuming a constant dust-to-metal ratio.
The simulated host galaxy exhibits thin-disk morphology and spiral structure like the Milky Way. TO DO: add scale bar.

Figure 2. Stellar mass growth history of the Milky-Way-like
host galaxy. Solid blue curves shows Mstar of the main progeni-
tor at each simulation snapshot. Dashed orange curve shows the
star-formation history computed from all star particles within the
galaxy at z = 0. At z = 0, the host galaxy has Mstar(z = 0) =
9⇥ 1010 M� and SFR(z = 0) = 3.5M� yr�1. TO DO: add empir-
ically/observationally determined growth histories (Behroozi et al,
Patel et al).

the distributions measured for satellites around the MW
(dashed) and M31 (dotted).
The distribution of Mstar lies reasonably between that

of the MW and M31 down to Mstar & 3⇥ 105 M�. Our
most massive satellite has Mstar ⇡ 3 ⇥ 108 M�, compa-
rable to the SMC.
In addition to the stellar mass, �velocity,1D measures the

total dynamical mass within the stellar component and
provides a metrics that is directly comparable to observa-
tions. Our high spatial resolution allows us to measure

�velocity,1D directly, within the half-Mstar radius (typi-
cally, a few 100 to 1000 pc), in the same way as in obser-
vations. Thus, we are not subject to uncertainties from
extrapolating inner mass profiles or orbital anisotropies.
The distribution of �velocity,1D agrees well with that of
the MW down to �velocity,1D & 8 km s�1, especially the
strong up-turn at ⇡ 12 km s�1. (M31 contains signifi-
cantly more satellites than the MW at a essentially all
�velocity,1D.) One of our satellites has particularly low
�velocity,1D, though it looks to be in the process of dis-
rupting (check on this).
Figure 4 (top) shows the joint relation between

�velocity,1D and Mstar. Circles show simulated galax-
ies, while stars shows observed galaxies in the Local
Group. We also show isolated galaxies for comparison.
For both satellite and isolated galaxies, the �velocity,1D
at fixed Mstar agrees well with observations across the
dwarf Mstar range. Furthermore, as observed in nearby
dwarf galaxies, we do not find any significant o↵set be-
tween satellite versus isolated galaxies. This suggests
that environment plays little role in governing the inter-
nal structure of surviving dwarf galaxies at fixed Mstar.
In addition to mass and internal kinematics, we also

examine the chemical enrichment in our dwarf galaxies
via mass-metallicity relation. Figure 4 (bottom) shows
the iron abundance scaled to solar, [Fe/H], versus Mstar
for satellite and isolated dwarf galaxies. Stars show ob-
served values from Kirby et al. (2013). The simulated
galaxies exhibit a tight mass-metallicity relation, as ob-
served, with broadly similar slope. Furthermore, we
find no significant systematic di↵erence between satel-
lite and isolated dwarf galaxies, again as observed, de-
spite systematic di↵erences in star-formation histories.
The simulated galaxies do have somewhat lower [Fe/H]
than observations at low Mstar, although this could arise

Starlight (edge-on)

Garrison-Kimmel
      et al., in prep
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+ Escala (prep)
(Detailed abundance  

& SFH comparisons)

Andrew
Wetzel

(arXiv:1602.05957)

Failures No More
FEEDBACK SUPPRESSES STAR FORMATION AND DENSITIES


